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The Photography Boutique – Capturing Your Dreams
Every bride wants her wedding to be absolutely perfect and to have 
wonderful pictures of her special day. Choosing the right photographer 
who will preserve those memories in pictures is an important part of 
planning that perfect wedding.

Sally Beard from the Photography Boutique in Cowfold knows exactly 
how important the relationship with a photographer is – her own wedding 
just a few years ago and she has a real understanding of what a bride will 
be going through on the run-up to the day.

Her pictures are beautiful – capturing the smallest of details, from a 
colourful bouquet to a string of pearls or a satin sash and crystal brooch 
worn by a small bridesmaid. All the little details of the day are noticed 
– those small touches which have taken so long to plan. Sally’s pictures 
are unashamedly romantic; many of her shots have an easy, Pre-Raphaelite 
feel that looks so perfect for an English wedding. 

Sally is a skilled stylist and makes sure she spends plenty of time with 
the couple before the wedding to find out what their themes and ideas 
are. This is the ideal time for test shots, to give some tips on how to 
look good in pictures and to suggest some styling ideas at the wedding 
location. Her pictures are a mix of candid reportage style and the more 
formal group shots that form the backbone of a wedding portfolio. With 
her big, open smile Sally will put the most nervous bride at ease and 
make sure she looks beautiful in her wedding pictures.

Sally’s ideal is to form a relationship with the couple well in advance 
of the wedding. “I take photographs capturing the excitement of an 
engagement, then the special wedding day. By this point I have a good 
understanding of the couple and we can work on capturing special 
moments like maternity shots and newborn babies, as well as some 
really exquisite and tasteful boudoir photography.”

From vintage style weddings to stylish classic weddings, informal 
marriage blessings and beautiful maternity shots, Sally enjoys creating a 
visual story of a couple’s journey, something to share and treasure forever.

For more information please call Sally on the number below and see her 
website for package prices and further ideas on how Sally can capture 
your special day.


